ULTRA-HIGH / DUAL-OUTPUT WEAPONLIGHT / SEARCHLIGHT

3,000 LUMENS

1,536 METERS
HID LAMP

MULTIPLE
SETTINGS

DUAL FUEL

RECHARGEABLE

STROBE

DESCRIPTION

Battlefield experience using the successful SureFire HellFighter
(HF1) has led to this next generation heavy weapon illuminator —
The HellFighter 4 (HF4). The most significant improvement is an
integral rechargeable battery that can run the HF4 at full output for
30 minutes. The integral battery not only serves as a backup to the
other two power options — vehicle outlets and BA-5590 disposable
batteries — but also makes the HF4 more compact and convenient to
use as a handheld spotlight/searchlight.
Another change is selectable output. When attached to the UH-01E
power cable — which includes a new grip switch for the M2HB
machine gun — the operator can choose a 3,000-lumen high output
beam (590,000 candela), a 1,000-lumen low output beam, or a strobe
mode that flashes about nine times per second (9 Hz). The UH-01E
power cable is backward-compatible with the original HellFighter, but
does not provide high/low output or strobe capabilities to that device.
All HellFighter power cables now feature a high-strength polymer
sheathing that makes them thinner, lighter, more flexible, and more
durable.
Finally, the HF4 features a dual swing-open filter/cover system,
allowing the operator to quickly choose unfiltered white light, filtered
infrared illumination, or an opaque protective cover. The HF4’s
reflector has also been modified to provide better beam reach and
wider peripheral light for situational awareness.
FEATURES
HF4A KIT02 INCLUDES:
HF4A, HFM-10, UH-01DD, UH-05, UH-05DB, SW-M2HB-03, BCS-2MIL-TN, Grip nut spanner
wrench, Lens cleaning kit, soft bristle brush, user manual, graphic training aid and soft case

HELLFIGHTER

SPECIFICATIONS

COLOR
OUTPUT

High: 3,000 Low: 1,000 lumens

RUNTIME

12 VDC Vehicle System: continuous
BA-5590 Military Battery: (1) 90 minutes; (2 Parallel) 3+ hours
Integral Rechargeable Battery: 30 minutes

PEAK BEAM INTENSITY

590,000 candela

DISTANCE

1,536 meters

CONSTRUCTION

Aluminum

FINISH

Mil-Spec Hard Anodized

WEIGHT (w/batteries)

6.5 lbs (2.95 kg)

LENGTH

11 in (27.9 cm)

BEZEL DIAMETER

4.1 in (10.4 cm)

BATTERIES

Integral rechargeable battery & DC power

¼

HID lamp with no filament to break or burn out

¼

Modified reflector provides better reach and wider peripheral beam

¼

Durable lightweight power cables

¼

Picatinny rail adapter clamp

¼

Dual swing-open filter/cover system allows quick 		
configuration for unfiltered white light, filtered IR output, or
protective cover

¼

Carry handle integrated into rail mount reduces profile

¼

Integral rechargeable battery provides 30 minutes of runtime
at high output
PART# / UPC
HF4A KIT02

084871316972

All performance claims tested to ANSI/NEMA FL1-2009 Standard.
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FEATURED ACCESSORIES

HFM-09

HFM-10

Attaches directly to Mk93 weapon
mount for attaching an HF1 or HF4
for use with M2HB, Mk19, M240, and
M249. Comes with HellFighter T-rail
and one Picatinny accessory rail.

Attaches the HellFighter or HellFighter
4 onto a Picatinny accessory rail.

UH-01E

UH02

Connects HellFighter 4 to one or
two BA-5590 batteries. Includes
socket for optional UH-01DA,
UH-05DA, or UH-05DB adapter
cables. Branching cable has
SW-M2HB-03 grip with high, low,
strobe switches. Installation
wrenches included.

M96

M89B

Attaches the HellFighter or the
HellFighter 4 to M134 Minigun.
Comes with HellFighter T-rail and
one Picatinny accessory rail

UH-05DA

Connects HellFighter to one BA5590
battery inside a BCH-1MIL-BK hard
case. Cable is flexible coil type.
Includes in-line plug for HellFighter
power input socket, in-line plug
for battery socket, branching
cable with pressure-activated
tape switch.

Universal swivel/tilt mount for
HellFighter or HellFighter 4. Fits
M100 plate and stud mount (not
included). Also fits original light
mount stud for AAVP7A1 “AmTrack.”

M88A

Attaches the HellFighter or the
HellFighter 4 to M2HB machine
gun with or without gunner shield.
Comes with HellFighter T-rail and
three Picatinny accessory rails.

UH-05DB

Connects UH-01D or UH-01E cables
to 12-volt vehicle accessory socket
(cigarette lighter type) as an optional
power source for HellFighter or
HellFighter 4. NOTE: UH-01DA
model still available if shorter
18” length is desired.

M99A / M99B

HellFighter T-rails. Components
of other mounts but can be used
to attach either HellFighter to any
suitable location. M99A rail (top)
is 4.35” long, M99B (bottom) is 5.85”
long, has offset base of same length.

Connects UH-01D or UH-01E
cables to 24-volt NATO slave
socket and converts output to 12
volts as an optional power source
for HellFighter or HellFighter 4.

M100

Plate and stud mount. Provides
universal attachment point
for M96 HellFighter mount
(not included).
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ULTRA-HIGH / DUAL-OUTPUT WEAPONLIGHT / SEARCHLIGHT

3,000 LUMENS

1,536 METERS
HID LAMP

MULTIPLE
SETTINGS

DUAL FUEL

RECHARGEABLE

STROBE

DESCRIPTION

Battlefield experience using the successful SureFire HellFighter
(HF1) has led to this next generation heavy weapon illuminator —
The HellFighter 4 (HF4). The most significant improvement is an
integral rechargeable battery that can run the HF4 at full output for
30 minutes. The integral battery not only serves as a backup to the
other two power options — vehicle outlets and BA-5590 disposable
batteries — but also makes the HF4 more compact and convenient to
use as a handheld spotlight/searchlight.

HF4A KIT01 INCLUDES:
HF4A, HFM-09, HFM-10, UH-01DD, UH-05, UH-05DB, SW-M2HB-03, BCS-2MIL-TN, Grip nut
spanner wrench, Lens cleaning kit, soft bristle brush, user manual, graphic training aid and soft case

Another change is selectable output. When attached to the UH-01E
power cable — which includes a new grip switch for the M2HB
machine gun — the operator can choose a 3,000-lumen high output
beam (590,000 candela), a 1,000-lumen low output beam, or a strobe
mode that flashes about nine times per second (9 Hz). The UH-01E
power cable is backward-compatible with the original HellFighter, but
does not provide high/low output or strobe capabilities to that device.
All HellFighter power cables now feature a high-strength polymer
sheathing that makes them thinner, lighter, more flexible, and more
durable.
Finally, the HF4 features a dual swing-open filter/cover system,
allowing the operator to quickly choose unfiltered white light, filtered
infrared illumination, or an opaque protective cover. The HF4’s
reflector has also been modified to provide better beam reach and
wider peripheral light for situational awareness.
FEATURES

HELLFIGHTER

SPECIFICATIONS

COLOR
OUTPUT

High: 3,000 Low: 1,000 lumens

RUNTIME

12 VDC Vehicle System: continuous
BA-5590 Military Battery: (1) 90 minutes; (2 Parallel) 3+ hours
Integral Rechargeable Battery: 30 minutes

PEAK BEAM INTENSITY

590,000 candela

DISTANCE

1,536 meters

CONSTRUCTION

Aluminum

FINISH

Mil-Spec Hard Anodized

WEIGHT (w/batteries)

6.5 lbs (2.95 kg)

LENGTH

11 in (27.9 cm)

BEZEL DIAMETER

4.1 in (10.4 cm)

BATTERIES

Integral rechargeable battery & DC power

¼

HID lamp with no filament to break or burn out

¼

Modified reflector provides better reach and wider peripheral beam

¼

Durable lightweight power cables

¼

Picatinny rail adapter clamp

¼

Dual swing-open filter/cover system allows quick 		
configuration for unfiltered white light, filtered IR output, or
protective cover

¼

Carry handle integrated into rail mount reduces profile

¼

Integral rechargeable battery provides 30 minutes of runtime
at high output
PART# / UPC
HF4A KIT01

084871316477

All performance claims tested to ANSI/NEMA FL1-2009 Standard.
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FEATURED ACCESSORIES

HFM-09

HFM-10

Attaches directly to Mk93 weapon
mount for attaching an HF1 or HF4
for use with M2HB, Mk19, M240, and
M249. Comes with HellFighter T-rail
and one Picatinny accessory rail.

Attaches the HellFighter or HellFighter
4 onto a Picatinny accessory rail.

UH-01E

UH02

Connects HellFighter 4 to one or
two BA-5590 batteries. Includes
socket for optional UH-01DA,
UH-05DA, or UH-05DB adapter
cables. Branching cable has
SW-M2HB-03 grip with high, low,
strobe switches. Installation
wrenches included.

M96

M89B

Attaches the HellFighter or the
HellFighter 4 to M134 Minigun.
Comes with HellFighter T-rail and
one Picatinny accessory rail

UH-05DA

Connects HellFighter to one BA5590
battery inside a BCH-1MIL-BK hard
case. Cable is flexible coil type.
Includes in-line plug for HellFighter
power input socket, in-line plug
for battery socket, branching
cable with pressure-activated
tape switch.

Universal swivel/tilt mount for
HellFighter or HellFighter 4. Fits
M100 plate and stud mount (not
included). Also fits original light
mount stud for AAVP7A1 “AmTrack.”

M88A

Attaches the HellFighter or the
HellFighter 4 to M2HB machine
gun with or without gunner shield.
Comes with HellFighter T-rail and
three Picatinny accessory rails.

UH-05DB

Connects UH-01D or UH-01E cables
to 12-volt vehicle accessory socket
(cigarette lighter type) as an optional
power source for HellFighter or
HellFighter 4. NOTE: UH-01DA
model still available if shorter
18” length is desired.

M99A / M99B

HellFighter T-rails. Components
of other mounts but can be used
to attach either HellFighter to any
suitable location. M99A rail (top)
is 4.35” long, M99B (bottom) is 5.85”
long, has offset base of same length.

Connects UH-01D or UH-01E
cables to 24-volt NATO slave
socket and converts output to 12
volts as an optional power source
for HellFighter or HellFighter 4.

M100

Plate and stud mount. Provides
universal attachment point
for M96 HellFighter mount
(not included).
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